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The Workout Log This book is made to help you keep an eye on your workouts so that you can
help to make every workout count towards your goal! It also has a section that asks, " The writer,
who is definitely also a specialist computer designer, designed the cover. The front cover is
usually laminated with a unique Yin and Yang workout style of two people working out within a
gear-shift wheel. The inside cover has a transformation chart from kilograms to pounds.The way
the workout went" The next and 3rd pages are designed to annotate your present body
measurements, height, pounds and your max on squats and benchpress. The actual " This
publication has been in circulation since 1994. portion of the book is designed within an easy-to-
use format. An individual can track just how many reps and sets he did with a particular weight.
By keeping track of your progress, you can tell immediately what functions and what doesn't. The
first web page clarifies in a user-friendly types of how to utilize the book. and the user can circle
BAD Okay GOOD VERY GOOD EXCELLENT (or even) #@! For those really bad times in the
gym.log"
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Perfect Weight Lifting Log! fat. Spiral bound with heavy plastic front and back again cover. Ideal!
There are enough different webpages for at least 180 workouts! I think this will be the one I keep
buying. Also, a section for notes/comments at the bottom of each page. Best workout sign on
Amazon for the purchase price. I love using this! Plenty of room to jot down my info. The level of
detail in this one surpasses any I've used before.Room for 15 exercises, which is a good quantity
IMO. I totally suggest it. Exactly what I wanted! I think that is critical because presently there are
days what your location is not feeling it and when you look back again at your progress as time
passes, you will be able to observe how your workout "experienced." There's no data that this
doesn't enable and if there is, there are therefore many fields I don't use that I could easily modify
to permit for it. When excess fat is dropped and muscle is obtained it is often a wash with
pounds and the only path you see results is by measurements. Like the spiral bound and it
quickly accommodates most pens. Trust me, for the cost, you will not look for a better log. Great
workout log Love it! Perfect for weight training exercise - minimal wasted space=long lasting log
Reviewing it since I am re-buying it once again (my highest compliment for just about any
product since I am quite fickle). For those that are looking to log cardio, there are 3 little lines you
may use, but they waste materials very little space compared to some/many additional teaching
logs I've seen. Most are short-lived or usually do not offer enough columns for extended sets.
Like love this log book!I've experienced it for a week but only time will tell if it stands up, for now
I'm really content. I am focusing on creating my very own all in 1 and it will be awesome Simple
and straightforward little workout log This book is very straightforward and easy to use.Space for
6 units - so there is room to record warmup units and/or space on the side for a few small
notes/quick plan for another session for that one exercise.Fields at the top to record day, day of
week, session day, start and end situations, bodyweight, and whether it had been a
bad/OK/great/great session. Responses field at the bottom.Few wasted pages (a few progress,
etc pages in leading and back - however the rest is certainly all workout log pages.. It's not
pocket size but it isn't too big either. There are plenty on right here that are twice the purchase
price that aren't nearly nearly as good. I do find a way around that. Very pleased. Perfect to log
my workout outs! 5 superstars. The log is small and compact, easy to carry around the gym. The
pages have 15 slot machines for the types of exercises, and columns for 6 sets. In addition, it
breaks it down for the fat you use and the reps you did. This was just what I wanted to track my
improvement! Good quality, plenty of lines for multiple exercises. Best workout log obtainable. I’d
happily take a smaller book that captures much less info and also suit it in my own pocket. I
viewed several online and decided to give this a go. Good but too big and burdensome Good but
too large and burdensome. I carry this in my own backpack and around the gym.? This one has
start/stop time, which I was writing in by myself.You can log weight and reps for 6 sets, and 15
different workouts per page. Look no further. Love it! I started recording my diet and exercise in
regards to a month ago by using this workout log for my workout. Now when I go to the gym I
need not guess at what fat I utilized last. I could just look back at my log and body it out. This is
also great to find progression when you finally build enough muscle tissue to up the pounds.The
measurements web page is a bonus for me. I am trying to lose some weight, but overall trying to
get muscle. I would say it experienced 90% of anything anyone would need in a good work out
sheet and more. It is also compact but huge enough you don't need to write small.If you are
serious about weight training exercise, you NEED this! I like to keep an eye on my bodyparts,
therefore I’m only working stuff once weekly. Simple and easy way to track your
workouts/progress. Within the last few weeks I've been incorporating more weights into my
routine. This is an easy way to monitor my reps & Exactly as described!I didn't just like the "the



workout log " name on leading cover, so I put cute stickers over it (yes, I'm girly so what). The
spiral appears to contain the pages well. Some others just had lines for 5-7 exercises? This log
gives you plenty of room and in the event that you run past the allotted place column, there
continues to be a lot of room to use the next series down. Enough that it lasted me
approximately 1 entire yr at typically 3 workout routines/week. It's durable and the pages feel
sturdy as well.neither too little (a whole lot of logs have as low as 6) nor too many that tiny
printing is required. I fall in the latter group and have found this product simple and easy to use
(i. Easy and simple To Use This workout log is ideal for a person getting started or reestablishing
a good work out regime.e. enough room to write in). The ONLY workout log you need Loved the
area. A normal workout for me is just about 10 units, I superset to take up less time. I have
bought/used a TON of fitness/workout logs through the years which is by much the best. I love
the way the web pages don’t get swept up on the spiral piece that retains it together. I only found
1 downside, there is no blanks pages. Yes, get it! I just got my second one. I used a large blank
adhesive label to cover a few webpages in leading, so I can take a look at my week, in a glance.
Good Value Just looking for a thing that had more than 5-6 lines. Each page has more than you'll
need. Laminated addresses. It has a lot of pages, and room for lots of exercises. I am just about
done with my one from LA Fitness, and that thing was so flimsy, the binder arrived undone all the
time, cover off. I love that it has all the extra options at the top of each page and having the
ability to rank the difficulty of your workout. Super easy and motivating to use this workout log.
Each web page has plenty record keeping choices to book your workout and improvement.
Perfect log for workouts! Can order another after this is filled.. We love that there is a lot of
spaces for exercises, note area, and sections to record measurements. The boxes to record reps
and weights are decent. Some fitness logs I’ve had had tiny blocks and it had been difficult to
create in. Also, the dates are still left empty for all those with hectic schedules. I unquestionably
love this log publication! Great all around Very good book. Therefore being able to see inches
come off versus excess weight is extremely important. When I keep a blank collection between
supersets (and include an alternate option in the plan for BB vs DB motions), I as a rule have 1
blank collection left - so perfect for me. Great size - convenient to carry around the gym.
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